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We report results both experimental and theoretical on the dynamics of  hot electron transport in GaAs. 
Total elastic and inelastic scattering rates are calculated and compared with the results of a new experi- 
mental technique "Hot Electron Spectroscopy". The magnetic field dependence of hot electron spectra 
has been studied. It is shown that application of a magnetic field normal to the injection direction has a 
dramatic effect on the spectra whereas a magnetic field applied parallel to the injection direction has no 
effect. The magnetic field is shown to increase the effective transit region width of the spectrometer 
enabling us to obtain a scattering rate for hot electrons. The experimentally determined rate gives good 
agreement with a theoretically determined rate considering scattering by coupled plasmon/phonon modes. 

Hot electron transport is of both fundamental and 

technological importance. Historically, the high field 

transport measurements of Shocklcy and Ryder t, the 

Gunn effect 2 and the luminescence studies d Shah and 

Ldtc 3 were all crumples of hot dcctrcn effects in 

semiconductors. However, none d this pioneering work 

gave direct spectroscopic information on the behavior 

d hot electrom in solids. Today, with ever decreasing 

device dimensions it is more important than ever to 

understand the behavior of hot dcctrcm in smaU scale 

structures. Infact, until recently, an understanding of 

hot dcctron effects in semiconductors has been limited 

by a lack cf experimental data with which to compare 

theoretical predictions. The introduction cf a new 

technique "Hot Electron Spectroscopy"* has changed 

this situation. Using this technique one may now 

obtain direct spectroscopic information m the dynamics 

of non-equilibrium carriers in semiconductors. 

The experimental method, described in detail, in 

reference 5, uses the unique degree of central currmfly 
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available with Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) to 

form two bulk triangular potential barriers in the 

conductkm band cl a single crystal d GaAs. In the 

structure described here we have incorporated two bulk 

triangular potential barriers separated by a region cf 

n + (Si-impudty) CaAs. The bulk triangular barriers 

were formed by placing a thin p+ (Be-impurity) layer 
in a region cf low carrier ccucmtration bounded by n* 

layers. 6 The grown epilayers were fabricated into a two 

level mesa structure using standard chemical etching 

techniques to reveal the three n + layers. Ohmic 

cantacts were made to the layers by rapidly thermally 

annealing an cvapcratcd Au-Sn alloy. 

A schematic cross section cf the fabricated two 

level mesa structure together with a diagram of the 

conduction band cdgc is shown in Figs. l(a) and (b) 

respectively. The voltages applied to and the currents 

flowing in this structure are best described using 
standard transistor notation where the emitter, base 

and collector are indicated in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram c~ the MBE-grown 
GaAs epilayers ccmprising the two level 
mesa structure are shown in (a) together 
with a schematic c / the  conduction band 
edge t~ the hot electron injector (emitter), 
transit region (base) and hot electron 
analyser (collector) in (b). The broken 
lines indicate the conduction band edge of 
the structure when biased. 

In order to acquire a hot electron spectrum the 

fallowing procedure was adopted. With the transit 

region (base) at ground potential, a negative bias 

(--Veb) was applied to the emitter so that a nearly 

mono-eaergetic beam ct dectrons was injected into the 
transit region. The emitter-base triangular ixxeatial 
barrier therefore formed the '~ot electron injector" 
injecting a narrrow cone in the forward direction, 

normal to the plane (£ the barriers. The injected 
dectrons ~ere scattered in the transit region and the 
resulting distribution at the far edge of the transit 
region was analysed using the collector as a "hot 
electron analyser". The analyser works by applying a 

positive bias, V~, to the collector with respect to the 

transit region. This has the effect ~ lowering the 

barrier energy, ~bc, enabling spectroscopic information 

on the electron distribution to be obtained. It was 

shown in reference 5 that the analyser current ~: is 

given by 

~ =  me p~ n(p~)dp, (1) 

which enables one to show that 

d~ 
dV~c 0c n(p~ o) (2) 

where Jc is the collected current, n(p~ is the 

distribution (~ hot electron momentum normal to the 

plane d the triangular barriers, pO = ~ ,  e is the 

electronic charge and m e is the effective electron mass. 

In this way, measuring djc/dVbc as a function ct the 

base/collector bias, one obtains detailed spectrou~pic 

information on scattezing mechanisms in the transit 
reglon. 

Figure 2 shows the results ~ electrical 

measurements pdcrmed at 4.2K on ~amplm having an 

in~ection energy c~ 025 eV and an n + transit region 
(base) carrier concentration ct 1 xlO~Scm -3. The hot 

electron six~ra f<x two ~mples d base width 1200~ 
and 1700~ are shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b 

respectively for fcxtr different emitter currents, I e. 
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Figure 2. (a) Hot electron spear, a obtained for a 
sample having a 1200A transit region. 
(b) Hot electron speftr, a obtained for a 
sample having a 1700A transit region. 
The positions of the Fermi energy E r are 
indicated. 

There is a tbeslmld for current cdlection at around 

1BV since no electrms can be collected when 

> 4~b. Between 1~ and 3flY the collected current 

is due to the hot electrons that have traversed the 

collector harrier. At around 3.0V bias 6h: is so small 

that thermally excited electrons in the n ÷ transit region 

can be conected; dominating the collected current (Jc). 

In order to obtain the correct hot electron spectrum it 

is necessary to subtract this background contribution 

from the data. 

As a preliminary to discussing these results it 

should be noted that if no scattering occurred in the 
transit region one would expect to see a narrow peak at 

around 19V. In centrast both samples show a rather 

broad distribution peaking dose to the Fermi cmergy 
EF, indicating that electrons have experienced 

significant scattering during transit. The sample with 

the 1200.~ transit region shows a pronounced peak 

further from E r than the sample with the 1700~ 

tramit region; indicating that electrons have 

experienced fewer collisions. In both samples it is 

obvious that the injected dectrons have undergone 

significant momentum change. It is also dear from the 

shape d the spectrum that the electrons cannot be 

assigned a hoe electrcla temperature as they do not have 

a Maxwellian distributitm. 

We now describe the effoets that a magnetic field 

applied perpendicular to the direction of electron 

injection (B~) has on hot electron spectra. The 

~imnlest description of hot electron transport utilizes a 

classical kinematical model in which an electr~a 

injected into the transit region, prior to the application 

of a magnetic field, has a straight trajectory between 

scattering events. However, when a magnetic field is 

applied this trajectory is modified, the dectron 

describes part of a circular orbit between collisiom, the 

radius d which, r, is given by 

r = P c ( 3 )  
B~e 

where p is the dectron's momentum, e its charge, c the 

velocity d light and B~ the applied magnetic field. 

To understand the effect d the magnetic field 

ccmsider what would happen to an electron transiting 

from the injector to the analyser without a collision, 

Le., a ballistic dectrm. A hot electron injected into 

the transit region with all its momentum, 

p = Y ~ ,  in the forward direction is analysed aSter 

traversing, d, the transit region width. When B~ is 

applied to the ~mple two effects occur that influence 

the collection cf the injected electron. Firstly the 

electron trajectory is increased from d to d' and hence 

the probability that an dectron be scattered is 

increased and secondly, although the magnitude d the 

momentum that the ballistic deetrcn has when it 
arrives at the analys~ barrier is the same, because of 

the imposed circular orbit, it now has both a 

ccanponent normal to and lmrallel with the plane of the 

analyscr harrier. The analyser barrier, being only 

sensitive to normal component of momentum, collects 

the dectren at a lower barrier energy. This qualitative 

description of ballistic dectron transport in a magnetic 

field may be applied in a natural way to the case ef 
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non-ballistic, ho~ electron, transport. 

The measured magnetic field dependence o( the 

specta shown in Fig. 2a (transit region width 1200.~, 

injection energy 025eV) is shown in Fig. 3 for fields up 

to 4.5 xl0 4 Gauss. 
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Figure 3. Magnetic field dependence d a ho¢ 

dectron spectrum shown in Fig. 2a. The 
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to 
the direction d current flow at the hot 
dectrm injector (emitter). The inje~ion 
energy ~ and the position d the F e r ~  
energy F~ is indicated for th~ particular 
sample having a transit region width d 
120o, . 

The magnetic field B= was applied 

perpendicular to the direction d dectron injection. 
This study was undertaken for two reasons, fi_rsfly to 
measure changes in a Oven spectrmn with applied B= 
to establish that hot electron effects were indeed being 
observed and secondly to measure the changes in a 
given spectrum and thereby infez a scattering rate for 
hot electrons. With B= = 0 there are two outst,~ing 

features d the spectrum that should Ix: pointed out, the 
prouounced peak dose to the Fermi energy and the 

shoulder at higher barrier energies. Both features are 
dramatically altered by the application d a magnetic 
field, the shoulder disappears and the peak n~ges with 
the Fermi energy at 4.5 x l0  4 Gauss. For clarity the 
variation d three lx~nts on the barrier (1.5, 2~), 2-~ 
Volts) are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4. Variation d spectral intensity with applied 
magnetic field for three indicated hot 
electron analyser (collector) biases. 

It is possible to infer a hot 

electron scattering rate fr~n the magnetic field 
dependence using two reasonable assumptions; n~mely 

that electrons scattered due to an increase in effective 

transit region width lose suff~'ient energy that they no 
longer coutribute to the collection current at a given 
analyser barrier energy and that the change in 
perpendicular mccnentum d the dectrous not scattered 

is given by the cross product d the nmg~etic field and 
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the velocity. Using these assumptions we have 

obtained a scattering rate from the variation of the 

spectra at 1.5 Volts analyser bias (Fig. 4) for hot 

electrtms cf 2 -3  xl013 s -l. 

It is interesting to note that application of a 3x10 4 

Gauss magnetic fidd allows one to reproduce the 

spectra ¢ff a sample having a transit region width ¢ff 

1700~. However, application ¢ fa  magnetic field in a 

direction parallel to the electron motion shows no 

change in the spectra. This ¢ff course is not surprising 

since, in this case, we extx~t injected electrons to 

follow a helical path between collisions so that the 

effective path length between injector and analyscz 

remains unchanged. 

In order to understand the non-equilibrium behavior 

hot electrons in GaAs we must first consider the 

problem c[ scattering a hot electron from an extremely 

thin "sample" c/doped material. As long as the 

energy cf the hot electron is not too low and the 

percentage ¢f scattered electrcms from cur hypothetical 

sample is small, we may treat such scattering in the 

Born appro~mation. In the nxxe complicated case ¢ff 

a thick sample, multiple scattering effects must be 

taken into account either by a Monte-Carlo type 

calculation or s~zie other procedure. In this paper we 

will present the simple scattering results for realistic 

values c~ the parameters ( ~ { n ~  electron energy, 

Fermi energy, phonon frequency etc.) 

We first write the differential rate, dP-~t~ic, for 

inelastically scattering hot dectrom off the Fermi sea. 

The incoming mono-energetic beam of electrons having 

a momentum ~ and energy Et = ~2ki2/2me are 

scattered into a new state having momentum ~ and 

energy E r = li2k~2/2me. When the incoming electron is 

scattered it loses energy ~o~ and is scattered by an 
a.~le O, chan~ng momentum by/~q. Since the injected 

clcctrem have an clergy significantly greater than E~ 

we can, as a first approximation, neglect exchange 

effects and treat the scattering in the Born 
approximation. In the case the inelastic d i f f~n t ia l  

rate is given by 7 

= 8,j_L o'q 
dRinelasti c rlq2 S(q,t0) (2"rr) 3 (4) 

Where 

1 
S(q, to)-  - I ra  ,~je~'q"--TX-'~ (5) 

The frequency and wawwector dependent dielectric 

function e(q,to) may be written as 

1 -4o/ , , + x(q,o,) 
~-~,~o k J 

( 6 )  

where ~.o and tOro are the longitudinal and tramverse 

optical phonon frequencies reslx~tively and ~ h the 

high frequency dielectric constant. The first term in 

equation 6 is the long wavelength phonon mntribution 

and the second term, x(q~) comes from the canduction 
electram. We are ~stified in using the lon$ 

wavelength limit for the phonom since its dielectric 

function varies on a scale set by a redp~c~il lattice 

vector kL and in our case the mt~aentum change q for 

inelastically scattered hot electrms in such that 

q << kL. 

In general ×(q,o~) cannot be calculated exactly. 

However, because the carrier ccmomtration ¢f electrons 

in the transit region is high (n = lx10 ts a n  -s) and the 

effective electrm mass is low (m e = 0.07 me) Cm.flomb 

interactions among electrons are weak i.e., 
r, m (3/4~)l/3(mee2/p12~) -- 0.7. In this case we can 

assume the non.interacting form of x(q,ta): xo(q,to) 

where 

l = + -~-J  Jm~y-x(x-2),  

.-.-2,}1 
in which ~ = T L ~ - /  , x 

y = R~E, .  This g i v .  for the loss lunct i~ ,  So{q~}. 
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So(q,~) = -Ira ] 
[ u2_~o j + xo(q~) 

The relevant features cff So(q~0) are diagramed in 

Fig. 5 for GaAs having a carrier comentration ¢ff 
1 xl0 Is cm -3. 
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Figure 5. Dispersion c~ the coupled plasmon/plmncn 
modes for a cartier density d 
n = l x l 0  ts cm -3 in OaAs. Here we have 
used ~ = 11.1, ~ o  = 36_3 meV, 
JiOro = 33.3 meV and m 3 = 0 f f / m  o. The 
dotted line indicates the bar~ IX) photma 
fr~uency and is not part c( the coupled 
plasmon/phonm dispersion. 

Because both the bare plasmon 

optical phonon frequencies are similnr they interact to 

form two coupled plasmon/phonon modes c~ frequency 

co + and co- at q=0. s With increasing wavevector these 
modes exhibit dispersion and at some modest 
wavevector (q/k~ ~ 0.3) they enter the electron-hole 

continuum shown by the shaded region. Here the 

collective plasmon/phonon modes are Landau damped 

(dashed lines in Fig. 5) by the excitation~ single 

electron hole pairs from the Fermi sea. In any given 

inelastic scattering event there will be a contribution 

from the coupled plasmon/phonon modes and from the 
continuum. At larger wavevectcrs only the 

dispersionless longitudinal optical phonon mode and the 

single particle continum exists. 

In Fig. 6 we have plotted the total inelastic 

scattering rate 1/% as a function c[ the incomln~ hot 

electron energy measured from the bottom cf the 

conduction band for several different carrier densities 

in GaAs. We note that our definition c~ total inelastic 

scattering rate does not weight 1/¢ with the energy 

loss. As can be seen the scattering rates are, as 

expected, zero below the Fermi energy for a finite 

carrier concentration and zero below/10.~o for n=0.  

Since the scattering rate is weighted towards the 

forward direction (small q, see equation 4) we find that 

the total rate shows a mild threshold at to + and to-. In 

addition, results obtained for n=0 agree with the values 

given by ConweU 9 for phonon emission. 
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Figure 6. Total inelastic electron scattering rate a s a  
function d hot electron energy measured 
from the bottom cf the conduction band 
for different carrier densities in CraAs. 

At a density n = 1×10 m cm -3 the inelastic 

scattering rate increases, attaining a maximum value cf 
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approTimntely 2x1013 s -1 at incident electron energies 

ci around 250 meV. This is in reasonable agreement 

with the rotes deduced from the measured dependence 

ct the spectra with applied magnetic field. Given that 
the velocity el such an electron is lx10 s cm s -t we 

obtain a mean free path c~ 500~. At greater incident 
electron energies the rate decreases. This energy 

dependence occurs because, for large F~, 

~2q2 ~_ 8me t~ sin2(0/2) so that the 1/q 2 factor in 

equation 1 leads to a lIE t decrease c[ the scattering 

rate. However, at incident electron energies greater 

than 300 meV complications associated with intcrvaUey 

scattering and with details of Bloch wavefunctions arise 

because ci the subsidiary L minlmnm I0 in C~d.As. We 

therefore restrict our attention to energies below 
300 meV. 

There is an additional elastic contribution to the 

scattering rate from ionized impurities which must be 

considered. The elastic scattering is specified by the 

momentum transfer q = 21~ sin(0/2) where 0 is the 

scattering angle. For the case d weak elastic 

scattering (Born approximation) the differential rate is 
given by 

2~r n i m e e 4 ~l-q (9 )  
: 

where n i is the density c~ ionized impurities (ni--n) and 

"q - sin(0/2). Equation 9 ca 'resl~ds to scattering 

from donor ions screamed by the conduction electrons. 
An evaluation ci the total rate gives, for an electron 

density n= lx l0  ts cm -3 and a hot electron energy 

Ei=250 meV, a mean free path ci around 1300~. 

We note that our definition ct total elastic 
scattering rote does not weight the rate with scattering 
angle. However, the major contribution to the elastic 

rate comes from small angle scattering (average 

scattering an~le 0av < 20 ° for ~ = 250 meV). We 
therefore conclude that elastic scattering at these 
densities does not play a domi~nt role, the mean free 
path c~ hot electrons essentially being det~rnlned by 

inelastic scaRermg events. 

In conclusion, we have developed a theory c~ 

injected hot electron transport in C-aAs which indicates 

that inelastic electron scattering dominates the 

translxxt pr(x:ess at the carrier concentrations of 

interest. AppLication c~ a magnetic field has enabled us 

to draw a two important conclusions. First, the 

magnetic field dependence c~ the ol~erved spectra is 

strong evidence that hot electnm transport is being 

measured. Second, the spectra change in a predictable 

way, enabling us to infer scattering rates for hot 

electrons in GaAs which are in reasonable agreement 
with theoretical ixedictiom. 
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